Essay - Australia and New Zealand

Part One - What common characteristics "bind" and "connect" the two!

Part Two - What characteristics give each a sense of "uniqueness", "individuality", and "pride".

Part Three - Which do you better "connect" with? Why? Then, give 5-8 attractions, "must see" locations or activities - Research and be specific.
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I have always had a desire to travel to the "land down under." Until recently I just assumed that this destination only included Australia. New Zealand, however, should not be ignored. It really packs a punch! Through research I have discovered strong ties between the two but also unique and fascinating differences. I have also realized that one calls to me slightly more than the other. This essay is a look into two of the most isolated but interesting countries in the world.

In conclusion, New Zealand and Australia are enchanting places that anyone would be so lucky to visit. The strong cords of history and culture bind the two together for eternity. To be honest, the United States is also a direct "relative" with clear ties as well. It is important though that each have distinct, unique factors that they only possess that add to a greater sense of pride. Their unique physical beauty and features are theirs alone. It is hard, but if one choice could only be made, New Zealand is mine. The dramatic landscape, amazing Maori culture and dedication to open spaces and the environment reign supreme. I am a "kiwi" at heart!